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Abstract—3D memories are becoming viable solutions for the
memory wall problem and meeting the bandwidth requirements
of memory intensive applications. The high bandwidth provided
by 3D memories does not translate to a proportional increase
in performance for all applications. For an application such
as 2D FFT with strided access patterns, the data layout of
the memory has a significant impact on the total execution
time of the implementation. In this paper, we present a data
layout for 2D FFT on 3D memory integrated FPGA that is
both on-chip memory efficient as well as throughput-optimal.
Our data layout ensures that consecutive accesses to 3D memory
are sufficiently interleaved among layers and vaults to absorb
latency due to activation overheads for both sequential (Row
FFT) and strided (Column FFT) accesses. The current
state-of√
the-art implementation on 3D memory requires O( cN ) on-chip
memory to reduce the strided accesses and achieve maximum
bandwidth for an N × N FFT problem size and c columns in a
3D memory bank row. Our proposed data layout optimizes the
throughput of both the Row FFT and Column FFT phases of 2D
FFT with O(N ) on-chip memory for the same problem size and
memory parameters without
decreasing the memory bandwidth
√
thereby achieving a c× reduction in on-chip memory. On
architectures with limited on-chip memory, our data layout
achieves 2× to 4× improvement in execution time compared
with the state-of-art 2D FFT implementation on 3D memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
3D memory is a potential solution to the memory wall
problem of low bandwidth with a promising bandwidth in the
range of 300-400 GB/s [1], [2]. Although 3D memories provide higher bandwidth than existing 2D memory technologies
such as DDR3 [3], the actual bandwidth available depends on
the access pattern of the application and thus may be much
lower than the peak bandwidth. In particular, the traditional
row activation overhead can become a bottleneck due to
random accesses to multiple rows. To maximize the available
bandwidth from the 3D memory, optimizations specific to the
access pattern of the application need to be developed.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an important kernel used
in signal processing applications [4], [5]. Specifically, 2D FFT
is widely used in image processing applications and requires
high throughput for large image sizes [6], [7]. 2D FFT is
implemented as a combination of Row and Column FFT
phases [8]. The Row FFT phase consists of sequential accesses
to the memory which result in high bandwidth and low latency.
On the other hand, the Column FFT phase has strided accesses
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which translate to accesses to different rows of a bank. These
non-sequential accesses to the memory result in low bandwidth
and high latency due to the activation overhead of accessing
multiple rows.
There have been works [9], [10] targeting optimizations to
the data layouts for 2D FFT implementation on 3D memory.
The previous works focus on achieving high bandwidth by
storing multiple rows/columns of input data in on-chip memory and reducing number of strided accesses to the memory.
Although high bandwidth is achieved by the proposed data
layout, large number of complete rows/columns need to be
stored in on-chip memory to achieve this high bandwidth. As
the problem size increases, the amount of on-chip memory has
to be increased proportionally to store the entire rows/columns
and maintain high bandwidth. With limited on-chip memory,
the data layouts of existing works is not able to extract
maximum bandwidth from the 3D memory which results in
higher execution time.
We observe that the structure of 3D memory can be exploited to hide the latency overhead of accessing multiple
rows resulting from strided accesses. By employing the interlayer pipelining and parallel vault access features of 3D
memory, we develop an optimized data layout that provides
maximum bandwidth for both sequential and strided accesses
and requires only the necessary elements to be stored in onchip memory. Our throughput-optimal data layout for 2D FFT
on 3D memory has the following key features: (1) Consecutive
elements are mapped to different layers to exploit faster access
across 3rd dimension than mapping elements to the same
layer; (2) Vaults are accessed in parallel since the latency of
multiple vault access is the same as that to a single vault
and (3) Accesses to the same layer are separated by sufficient
number of intermediate accesses to other layers to hide the
access latency. The main contributions of this paper are:
• We present an optimized data layout for 2D FFT on
3D memory that achieves maximum bandwidth for both
sequential and strided access patterns of 2D FFT.
• Our data layout achieves an on-chip memory requirement
of O(N ) for a 2D FFT problem size of N × N without
sacrificing the bandwidth and√latency of 3D memory.
c× reduction in on-chip
• Our data layout achieves
memory compared with state-of-the-art 2D FFT implementation given c columns in a row of a memory bank.
• On architectures with limited on-chip memory, our data

layout achieves 2× to 4× improvement in execution time
compared with state-of-the-art 2D FFT implementation
for large problem sizes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
covers the related work for 2D FFT on 3D memories. Section III describes the target architecture and its components.
Section IV describes the Baseline data layout and introduces
the proposed Optimized data layout. Section V presents the
evaluation methodology and performance analysis. Section VI
concludes the paper.

III. TARGET A RCHITECTURE
Our target architecture is a 3D memory integrated FPGA
consisting of 3D memory and an FFT Processing Unit (PU)
on FPGA. The components of the architecture are illustrated
in Figure 1.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
2D FFT can be implemented in two phases of Row FFT and
Column FFT using the row-column algorithm by performing
1D FFTs on rows and columns of inputs [8]. In the Row FFT
phase of the algorithm, for a problem size of N × N input
matrix, 1D FFT is applied on each row of the input matrix
in sequential order. The outputs of the Row FFT phase act as
inputs to the Column FFT phase. In the Column FFT phase,
1D FFT is applied on each column of the N × N matrix and
the outputs of Column FFT phase represent the final output
of 2D FFT on the original N × N input matrix.
2D FFT on 3D memory has been the focus of many research
works. In [9], memory optimized data layouts is developed
for FFT on hardware accelerators such as ASIC and FPGA.
Block data layout is implemented for DDR3 memory and later
extended to 3D memory. A block is mapped to a row of a bank
and multiple blocks are distributed among banks to increase
the bandwidth of the memory. For a block of size t × t and
a problem size N × N , the on-chip memory requirement is
of the order O(tN ). In [11], a Logic-in-Memory (LiM) IC
is developed to perform 2D FFT on 3D memory. Application
specific logic cores are used to implement 2D FFT and energy
efficiency and bandwidth are targeted as the performance
metrics. Although inter-layer pipelining is utilized, block data
layout from [9] is used. In [10], processing kernel on FPGA
is developed to implement dynamic data layouts to reduce the
number of row activations. Multiple rows/columns (p) of input
data are prefetched from the memory and permutation network
is used while writing back the outputs to memory to reduce the
number of row activations. The on-chip memory requirement
is of the order O(pN ), for 1 < p < t. None of these
works focus on the on-chip memory and require substantial
amount of on-chip memory to achieve high bandwidth for
large problem sizes.
In this paper, we propose an Optimized data layout to
implement 2D FFT on 3D memory which achieves a minimum on-chip memory requirement without sacrificing the
bandwidth and latency of 3D memory. We exploit interlayer pipelining and parallel vault access to hide the latency
of accessing elements in the same layer and overhead of
accessing multiple rows. By achieving maximum bandwidth
for both Row and Column FFT phases, our data layout stores
only the necessary elements in on-chip memory and minimizes
the on-chip memory requirement.

Fig. 1: (a) Architecture of a 3D Memory (b) FFT PU on FPGA
A. 3D Memory
3D memory is organized as a set of v vaults consisting of
l layers and b banks per layer in a vault. Data in a vault is
accessed using vertical interconnects (TSVs). A representative
archtiecture of 3D memory consisting of 16 vaults with 4
layers and 4 banks per layer is illustrated in Figure 1(a).
Vaults do not share TSVs with one another and hence can
be accessed in parallel. Within a vault, data in different layers
can be accessed at a faster rate than data in the same layer,
a property known as inter-layer pipelining [12], [11], [13].
This is because the latency of activation overhead of rows in
different layers can be overlapped due to fast TSVs. Within a
layer, the structure of 3D memory is similar to the structure
of DDR3 with data stored in rows and columns in each bank.
Accessing data stored in different rows of the same bank incurs
large latency due to row activation overhead whereas, bank
interleaving can be used to reduce the latency by accessing
data in different banks. Each data element stored in a 3D
memory can be accessed by specifying the address in terms of
vault, layer, bank, row and column. For each read/write request
to the 3D memory, a specific row in a bank belonging to a
layer in a vault is accessed and the bandwidth and latency of
3D memory depends on the access pattern of these requests.
In our previous work [10], [14], [15], we developed a
parameterized model of the 3D memory to identify the parameters which have a significant impact on the bandwidth
and latency of 3D memory. Our model characterizes the 3D
memory in terms of timing parameters which take into account
the architecture and different access patterns. For the sake of
completeness, we describe once again the parameters of the
3D memory model:
• tvault : time between accesses to different vaults
• tlayer : time between accesses to different layers in a vault
• tbank : time between accesses to different banks in a layer
in the same vault
• trow : time between accesses to different rows in a bank
• tcol : time between accesses to different columns in a row
It should be noted that all the above parameters except trow are
defined assuming the rows being accessed are already active.

B. FFT Processing Unit (PU) on FPGA
The FFT processing unit consists of a 1D FFT kernel and
an address generation unit. 1D FFT kernel processes inputs
of size N to produce FFT outputs. The address generation
unit maps the inputs and outputs of the 1D FFT kernel to
the required addresses in the memory. Since the kernel can
process streaming data, we use different vaults to read inputs
and write the outputs. In Figure 1, in the Row FFT phase,
Vault 1 acts as the input vault and Vault 2 acts as the output
vault. In the Column FFT phase, their roles are reversed.
IV. DATA L AYOUTS
In this section, we describe the Baseline data layout and
its limitations. Later, we present our proposed Optimized data
layout along with the mapping technique. The parameters of
the architecture used in our analysis and their definitions are
described in Table I. We assume each access to a vault results
in a column of data being available from the memory. For
notation convenience, we assume there are 2v vaults in the
memory; v vaults are used to read inputs and v vaults are
used to write the outputs. This assumption does not affect our
proposed data layout or the performance analysis.
Notation
N ×N
2v
l
b
r
c

Definition
problem size
# vaults in 3D memory
# layers in a vault
# banks per layer in a vault
# rows in a bank
# columns in a row of a bank

TABLE I: Parameters of 3D Memory
A. Baseline Data Layout
We use the block data layout proposed in [9] as the Baseline
data layout. In this data layout, a block or a tile of size t × t is
mapped to a row of a bank in the memory and multiple such
blocks are mapped
to different banks. The value of t ranges
√
between [1, c]. In order to perform a 1D FFT of a row of
N elements, an entire row of blocks (equivalent to t rows
of N × N ) are transferred from the 3D memory to on-chip
memory. An FFT kernel is used to process the data stored in
on-chip memory and the outputs are written back to memory.
This process is repeated for all the rows in the input matrix
to complete the Row FFT phase. In the subsequent Column
FFT phase, entire column of blocks are transferred to the onchip memory and processed to produce the final Column FFT
outputs. Although the Baseline data layout can enable high
throughput, we observe the following limitations of this data
layout.
Limitation 1: Bandwidth of the 3D memory is proportional
to the block size with t2 = c achieving maximum bandwidth.
For t2 = c, blocks are accessed from different layers and the
latency overhead of accesses to the same bank is overlapped
with accesses to banks in other layers and the bandwidth is
limited by tlayer . For t2 < c, majority of the consecutive
blocks are mapped to banks in the same layer and tbank and
tcol will limit the bandwidth of the 3D memory. The effect of

small block sizes on performance is evident in [9], with t =
(4, 8) achieving (33%, 50%) of the performance in comparison
with that of t = 32.
√
Limitation 2: For an N × N problem size, O( cN ) onchip memory is required to achieve maximum bandwidth.
At any point of time, an entire row/column of blocks of
data (tN elements) need to be stored in on-chip memory to
process N elements of a row/column. Based on Limitation 1,
2
maximum bandwidth is achieved
√ for t = c. Therefore, the
on-chip memory required is cN elements of data. In [9],
the authors use block size t = 32 to achieve maximum
bandwidth. For problem sizes N = [8192, 32768] complex
single-precision (2 × 32 bits per word) inputs, this translates
to a large on-chip memory requirement in the range of 16−67
Mbits.
Therefore, the Baseline data layout requires large on-chip
memory to achieve maximum bandwidth from 3D memory
and on limited on-chip memory architectures, bandwidth of
3D memory reduces which translates to higher execution time.
B. Optimized Data Layout
Our data layout is defined by two mapping functions,
corresponding to each phase of 2D FFT. Each function
is a mapping of an N × N matrix to locations in 3D
memory. A location (address) is defined by the quintuple
{v(aij ), l(aij ), b(aij ), c(aij ), r(aij )} which maps matrix element aij to a vault, layer, bank, column and row in the
3D memory. The first mapping function (DL 1) describes the
layout of FFT input matrix A in 3D memory before the start
of the Row FFT phase. The second mapping function (DL 2)
b the output of the
is used to write the elements of matrix A,
Row phase, to 3D memory. The same layout is then used to
b during the Column FFT phase. The outputs
read columns of A
of this phase are the final outputs and can follow either data
layout above, depending on how the resultant matrix is to be
used further.
In order to derive our mapping scheme for optimal onchip storage and bandwidth maximizing 2D FFT data layout,
we make the following basic assumption about the timing
parameters of 3D memory: tlayer ≤ {tbank , tcol } ≤ trow .
We also assume the number of layers is sufficient to make
l · tlayer ≥ {tcol , tbank } (we also describe the performance
results in Section V-B when this assumption is relaxed). These
assumptions are based on our estimates of the timing and
architecture parameters of 3D memory, as described in [1].
The 3D memory in [1] has a peak bandwidth of 8 GB/s per
vault and an element of 64 bits can be accessed for each
memory request, which translates to an access time of 1 ns
for each element. Therefore, we assume tlayer = 1 ns which
represents the least possible latency of memory accesses.
Further, since the structure of a layer in a 3D memory is
similar to DDR3 [3], we estimate the values of other timing
parameters as tbank = 2 ns, tcol = 4 ns and trow = 40 ns
based on timing parameters described in [3].
The key characteristics of our mapping scheme based on
the above assumptions are as follows: Since vaults can be

accessed in parallel, it is trivial to distribute elements across
vaults to maximize bandwidth. Our data layout further maps
accesses within a vault to different layers to ensure the
minimum possible latency of tlayer for each access. Now,
considering accesses within a vault, our layout maximizes
bandwidth by hiding the latency of consecutive accesses to
the same row or different rows in a bank through a number of
intermediate accesses to other layers, utilizing p · tlayer ≥ tcol
and q ·tlayer ≥ trow . For example, choosing p ≥ 4 and q ≥ 40
based on the parameters above, will hide the latency of tcol
and trow and incur a minimum latency of tlayer . Hiding the
latency of accesses to different rows and columns is possible
due to the large number of banks [1] and faster access across
the 3rd dimension of 3D memory [11], [13]. We prove that
our data layout minimizes the latency in Section V-B.
For notational simplicity and WLOG, in our description of
the mapping schemes, we assume that parameters
N , v, l, b,
√
r and c are powers of 2 and that k = vlbc is an integer
(power of 2). These assumptions can be relaxed at the cost
of increased notational complexity in √
the description of our
layout scheme. We also assume N ≤ vlbrc (to ensure the
problem fits in memory).
Data Layout 1 (DL 1): Our first mapping scheme for the
Row FFT phase is a straightforward round-robin mapping of
the rows of A over vaults, layers, banks, columns and rows.
Each row of N input elements from A is distributed in a roundrobin fashion across v vaults (line 3). Similarly, in a roundrobin fashion, the N/v elements within a vault are distributed
among l layers in that vault and the N/(vl) elements within
a layer distributed among its b banks (line 4). Finally, the
N/(vlb) elements assigned to a bank are distributed in row
major order among its c columns and r rows (line 5). This
mapping function is repeated for all the N rows of the input
matrix.
DL 1: Mapping Function for Matrix A (Row FFT Inputs)
1
2
3
4
5

aij : (i, j)th element of A, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1
Address[aij ] → {v(aij ), l(aij ), b(aij ), c(aij ), r(aij )}
v(aij ) = (i · N + j) mod v
j
k
j
k
l(aij ) = (i·Nv+j) mod l ;
b(aij ) = (i·Nvl+j) mod b
k
j
k
j
+j)
(i·N +j)
mod
c;
r(a
)
=
mod r
c(aij ) = (i·N
ij
vlb
vlbc

Data Layout 2 (DL 2): Our second mapping scheme
ensures that consecutive accesses to 3D memory components
(vaults, layers etc.) are sufficiently spaced to absorb respective
component activation overheads both during the row major
write phase at the end of the Row FFT as well as during
the column major read phase at the start of Column FFT.
Consider the same row index across all banks, layers and
vaults of 3D memory. Given c columns per row, there are vlbc
locations corresponding to this row index across the entire 3D
memory. We want to repeatedly distribute elements from the
b of the Row
rows and columns of the N × N output matrix A
FFT phase uniformly among these vlbc locations for each row

b is only available one row at a time and the
index. Note that A
writing to memory occurs as per our mapping function after
b
each row of Â becomes available. We
√ start by dividing A into
contiguous k × k blocks, with k = vlbc. It should be noted
that although we divide the matrix into blocks, our blocks
as well as our mapping function (as described below) are
quite
different
from the Baseline data layout [9] which maps
√
√
c × c blocks to a single bank row. Define the following
parameter x = { min (s) | sl(b − 2)tlayer ≥ trow }. Let
1≤s≤c

y = 2dlog2 xe , i.e., x rounded to the nearest power of 2. In
our layout, y represents the number of consecutive accesses
to the same row in a bank of a layer in a vault before the next
bank in that same layer and vault is accessed. DL 2 describes
in detail each of the mapping functions.
b (Row FFT Outputs)
DL 2: Mapping Function for matrix A
th
b 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1
1 aij : (i, j)
element of A,
2 Address[aij ] → {v(aij ), l(aij ), b(aij ), c(aij ), r(aij )}
3 {k, y} // block related parameters
4 v(aij ) = (i + j) mod v
 i  j
5 l(aij ) = ( v + v ) mod l
j k j k
j
i
6 b(aij ) = ( vly + vly ) mod b




j
N i
7 r(aij ) = k k + k
The key properties of the data layout that enable us to maximize bandwidth while limiting on-chip storage are described
below in the form of lemmas. We will utilize these lemmas in
our performance analysis in Section V-B.
b is divided into
We first show that when N × N matrix A
contiguous k × k blocks, every element within a block is
mapped to the same row index across all banks, layers and
vaults of 3D memory. Furthermore, distinct blocks are mapped
to distinct rows across memory.
Lemma 1. r(aij ) = r(amn ) if and only if bi/kc = bm/kc
b is
and bj/kc = bn/kc. Each row of k × k blocks from A
laid out over N/k successive row indices in memory. The row
indices of successive blocks in a column of blocks increases
by N/k. The total number of rows used in DL 2 is N 2 /k 2 .
Proof. This follows from Line 7 of DL 2.
Lemma 2. Under DL 2, the two closest elements in a row or
b that are mapped to the same vault are mapped
column of A
to successive layers (modulo l).
Proof. Using Lines 4 and 5 of DL 2, if v(aip ) = v(aiq ) or
v(apj ) = v(aqj ), then, (1) q ≡ p (mod v) and (2) if |q − p| =
m · v, then l(aiq ) = (l(aip ) + m) mod l. Thus, every layer
in a vault is accessed in round robin fashion both for writing
b Elements in the same row
rows and reading columns of of A.
b that are mapped to the same vault and layer
or column of A
are exactly “vl” apart.
From Lemma 2, note that k/(vl) represents the number of
elements from a k × k block mapped to a single layer within

a vault. In this paper, we assume that k/(vl) ≥ y in order to
achieve minimum latency. This assumption is validated given
the parameters from [1] as described earlier.
Lemma 3. Under DL 2, for each layer d (0 ≤ d ≤ l − 1), of
every vault e (0 ≤ e ≤ v − 1), q = k/(vly) successive banks
are accessed (modulo b), when writing each row and reading
each column of a k × k block. For each such bank, the same
row p, 0 ≤ p ≤ (N 2 /k 2 ) − 1 is accessed y consecutive times.
For successive k × k blocks in the same row (column, resp.)
of blocks, within the same layer d and vault v, the next set of
q banks (modulo b) are accessed in a similar manner, but for
the next row p + 1 (p + (N/k) respectively).
Proof. First, applying Lemma 2 we note that the same layer d
of every vault e is visited (mapped) every vl elements of a row
or column of a block. Consider traversing a row i of the block.
Looking at increasing values of j from Line 6 of DL 2, we get
that the same block is accessed y consecutive times before the
next block (modulo b) is visited, again y consecutive times.
When moving to the next k × k block in the row of blocks, j
has increased by k = qlvy from the start of the current block
and so, we start with the q th succeeding bank (modulo b).
A similar logic applies when considering traversing down a
column j of the block. Bank indices increase by 1 with every
vly increase in i and by q after the block is traversed. The
last line of the claim comes from applying Lemma 1. All y
accesses to these q = k/(vly) blocks are to the same row.
Due to space considerations, we have not described the
exact column mapping in DL 2. Clearly, if there are m
mappings to a bank in a given layer and vault from a block,
since all m accesses are to the same row, m columns of the
row are mapped. Once this row is filled, the column index is
reset and the row index will have changed.
V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY AND A NALYSIS
A. Performance Metric
In this paper, we compare the performance of Baseline and
Optimized data layouts using the following metrics:
• Total Execution Time: measured as the amount of time
to perform 2D FFT including memory access time and
computation time.
• On-chip memory consumption: measured in terms of
number of elements of input data stored in on-chip
memory to perform 2D FFT.
B. Performance Analysis
The FFT kernel can process streaming data and therefore,
the time to write the output of FFT of a row/column of inputs
can be overlapped with the time to read next row/column of
inputs. The total execution time of 2D FFT can be divided
into components represented in Equation 1. The Initial Computational Latency (ICL) is a constant and relatively small
compared to other components of the equation and will be
ignored in the analysis of total execution time.
ttotal = Row FFTwrite + Column FFTwrite + 2 × ICL

(1)

In the Baseline data layout [9], for a block size of t2 = c,
interleaving between banks on different layers results in c · l
elements being available in a time
√ span of c · tcol . The entire
row/column of blocks, i.e., (N/ c) blocks need to be stored
in on-chip memory. On the other hand, for t2 < c, consecutive
accesses are mapped to the same bank and only c elements are
available in the same time
the Baseline data
√
√ span. Therefore,
layout requires O(c·N/ c), i.e., O( cN ) on-chip memory to
achieve
√ maximum bandwidth. This access pattern is repeated
N/ c times to complete the Row FFT phase. The Column
FFT phase follows similar access pattern. [9] does not discuss
how to achieve maximum bandwidth when accessing partial
blocks from 3D memory. Based on this analysis, the range of
execution time of Row/Column FFT phase is,
c
N N c
Row/Column FFTread/write = ( √ )( √ )[ tcol , tcol ]
v
c
c vl
(2)
N2
N2
=[
tcol ,
tcol ]
vl
v
Now, we analyze the performance of Optimized data layout.
Theorem 1. During the read phase of Row FFT, using DL
1, elements of a row of A can be accessed with a latency of
tlayer and v such elements are available simultaneously.
Proof. Follows from the round-robin mapping used in DL 1.
b used in write
In the following, we focus on DL 2 for A
phase of Row FFT and read phase of Column FFT.
Theorem 2. The latency of two consecutive accesses to the
same vault is tlayer . The latency of two consecutive accesses
to banks in the same vault and layer is l · tlayer .
Proof. From Lemma 2, consecutive accesses to a vault are
to successive layers modulo l. Since the latency of accessing
different layers in the same vault is tlayer , the result follows.
Theorem 3. DL 2 ensures that the latency of accesses to the
same row of a bank and to different banks in the same layer
is hidden by accesses to other layers.
Proof. From Lemma 3 and Theorem 2, the latency of accessing the same row of a bank or different banks in the same layer
is l ·tlayer . This number is ≥ {tcol , tbank } and therefore, these
latencies are hidden.
Theorem 4. DL 2 ensures that the latency of accesses to
different rows of a bank is hidden by accesses to other layers.
Proof. From Lemma 3, the earliest possible access to a
different row of the same bank when traversing a row or
b is after (b − 2)y accesses to banks in the same
column of A
layer. From Theorem 2, each such access has latency l · tlayer .
Therefore, the latency of accesses to different rows of the same
bank is ≥ yl(b − 2)tlayer . By definition of y, this value is
≥ trow , thereby effectively hiding the latency of access to
different rows in the same bank .
Based on Theorem 3, our mapping function has ensured
elements in each set of k elements are mapped to different

Row/Column FFTread/write = N · N · (tlayer /v)

(3)

If we relax our assumption that l · tlayer ≥ tcol , l elements
are available in a time span of max[l · tlayer , tcol ] and the
2
total execution time is bounded by ( 2N
vl · tcol ). Based on this
analysis, the range of execution time and the on-chip memory
of Baseline and Optimized data layouts is listed in Table II.
Data Layout
Baseline
Optimized

Range of Execution Time
(ttotal )
2N 2
2N 2
[
· tcol ,
· tcol ]
vl2
v 2
2N
2N
[
· tlayer ,
· tcol ]
v
vl

On-chip Memory
for Max. Bandwidth
√
O( cN )
O(N )

TABLE II: Performance Comparison of Data Layouts
C. Performance Evaluation
3D memories have become popular recently, and since
the exact internal architecture is proprietary, existing cycle
accurate simulators do not capture all the features of the 3D
memory. For example, [16], [17] do not provide the feature
of inter-layer pipelining and are limited to specific types
of 3D memory. HMCSim [18] does not reveal the internal
architecture details due to Intellectual property rights. Therefore, in this paper, we use the 3D memory model described
in Section III-A and analyze the performance of different
data layouts. We do not claim cycle accurate performance
comparison as we are looking for higher order performance
estimate of 2D FFT on 3D memory.
Parameter
Values

v
4

l
4

b
4

r
4096

c
256

Vault Bandwidth
8 GB/s

TABLE III: 3D Memory Parameter Values
For the performance analysis, timing parameters of 3D
memory are estimated as: tlayer = 1 ns, tbank = 2 ns,
tcol = 4 ns and trow = 40 ns [1], [3] (Section IV-B). We
assume vaults can be accessed in parallel making v elements
available from v vaults in a time equal to the latency of
accessing one element from 1 vault, i.e., tvault = 0 ns. We

16×

104
3

10

2

10

2048

8192
32768
Problem Size (N)

Baseline layout

Optimized layout

(a) On-chip Memory for
Maximum Bandwidth

Execution Time (×10−3 s)

assume the inputs are complex single-precision floating point
numbers (2 × 32 bits per word) and each access to a vault
ensures 1 column/element of data, i.e., 64 bits are available
to the FPGA. The parameters of 3D memory are tabulated
in Table III. We assume a streaming FFT Processing Unit
on FPGA with 128 Gbits/s (16 GB/s) throughput [19]. For
a vault with a bandwidth of 8 GB/s [1], 2 vaults saturate the
throughput of the FFT processing unit. Therefore, 2 vaults are
used to read inputs and 2 vaults are used to store the outputs.
On-chip Memory (kbits)

layers and can be accessed with a latency of tlayer . This
b can be written
implies that consecutive elements in a row of A
to the memory with a latency of tlayer . Based on Theorem 4
and Lemma 3, the access latency for elements across different
sets in a block of k × k is also tlayer . Therefore, consecutive
elements in the same row/column of a block of k × k can be
accessed with a latency of tlayer . Based on definition of k, a
single row across banks in all layers and vaults consists of k
b Another way to look at a
elements from k different rows of A.
block of k ×k is that it consists of k elements from k different
b Therefore, our data layout ensures consecutive
columns of A.
b can be read from the memory
elements of a column of A
during the Column FFT phase with a latency of tlayer . Hence,
our data layout ensures minimum latency of tlayer during both
Row FFT and Column FFT phase. By doing so, only a single
b i.e., O(N ) elements is stored in on-chip
row or column of A,
memory. The execution time of Row/Column FFT is,

104
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103
2×
102
101
2048

8192
32768
Problem Size (N)

Baseline layout

Optimized layout

(b) Execution Time on
Limited On-chip Memory

Fig. 2: Performance Comparison of Data Layouts
In Figure 2(a), we analyze the amount of on-chip memory
required to achieve maximum bandwidth for Baseline and
Optimized data layouts. The Baseline data layout uses a
block size of t = 16 and on-chip memory of 33 Mbits to
achieve maximum bandwidth. We observe that the Optimized
data layout achieves maximum bandwidth with substantially
lower on-chip memory (16×). In Figure 2(b), we assume the
architecture has a limited on-chip memory of 4 Mbits. For the
Baseline data layout, the available on-chip memory is sufficient to achieve maximum bandwidth for small problem sizes
(N = 2048). For large problem sizes (N = 8192, 32768), due
to small amount of on-chip memory, Baseline data layout is
restricted to small block sizes and majority of the consecutive
accesses are mapped to the same layer and the bandwidth is
limited by tbank or tcol . This translates to a higher execution
time in comparison with the Optimized data layout. On the
other hand, the Optimized data layout does not suffer any
degradation in performance since the available on-chip memory is sufficient to store the required O(N ) elements of input
data and ensures maximum bandwidth is achieved resulting in
tcol
bank
[ ttlayer
to tlayer
], i.e., 2× to 4× reduction in execution time.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an on-chip memory efficient data layout
to implement 2D FFT on 3D memory. Our data layout exploits
inter-layer pipelining and parallel vault access to hide the
latency overhead of strided accesses. The data layout ensures
maximum bandwidth is available from 3D memory with the
on-chip memory requirement of O(N ) for a problem size of
N × N . In comparison with the Baseline data layout,√our
Optimized data layout reduces the on-chip memory by c×
for c columns in a row of a memory bank. With limited onchip memory, our data layout achieves 2× to 4× reduction in
execution time compared with the Baseline data layout.
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